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Business Responsibility Report

Overview of Sustainability at ABB India Limited

Firmly rooted in the ABB Group’s sustainability strategy that underscores 

the knowledge that sustainability is good for the business, customers 

and society; the Company endeavored to contribute to ‘a better world’ 

in which a growing population has fair access to resources, health and 

well-being now and into the future.

The Company integrated sustainability considerations into all its 

business activities. The Company’s Integrity Program, along with 

the Environment1, Human Rights, Occupational, Health and Safety 

(OHS)1, and Social policies, drove a strong and sound sustainability 

program within the Company and contributed to the sustainability of 

its stakeholders.

Environment, health and safety continued to be one of your Company’s 

sustainability focus areas. The Company’s commitment to ensuring 

the health, safety, security and environment of employees, contractors 

and others affected by business operations has been addressed 

through OHSAS 18001:2007 and ISO 14001:2004 certifications of 

its manufacturing units. Ten manufacturing units of the Company are 

currently certified under both the above management systems. The 

Company strictly adheres to its Supplier Code of Conduct, which 

promotes social and environmental responsibility through the value 

chain.

The Company kept its stakeholders at the heart of its sustainability 

efforts. While the Company trained and nurtured a diverse workforce, 

its engagements with customers, suppliers, communities, NGOs, 

and trade bodies represented its commitment to the well being of all 

of its stakeholders. The customers of the Company benefited from 

the products and services designed and developed to reduce their 

impact on the environment throughout the life cycle. The Company 

engaged them through trainings and customer surveys and provided 

an effective complaint redressal system. The Company closely worked 

with its suppliers through the Supplier Sustainability Development 

Program (SSDP) to improve their systems and processes. While the 

ABB Group has engaged with renowned global organizations like 

the UN Global Compact, Amnesty International, The Global Business 

Initiative on Human Rights, and World Business Council for Sustainable 

Development at the global level; the Company has engaged with 

national organizations like Confederation of Indian Industries (CII).

The Company’s social responsibility initiatives such as the ‘Access 

to electricity’ program and the job outsourcing to differently-abled 

persons (through NGOs) supported some of the most vulnerable groups 

in the community. The Company’s commitment to inclusive growth 

and equitable development is underscored with SMEs constituting 

12 percent of its vendor base. In 2013, the Company spent close to 

2 percent of its net income on corporate social responsibility. 

The Company conducted its business with the highest standards of 

ethics and integrity, and respect for human rights. The ABB Group 

Code of Conduct and the Supplier Code of Conduct also provided the 

integrity frameworks for the Company’s business activities internally 

and externally.

The Company received the Global CSR Excellence and Leadership 

Award for Manufacturing at the 2013 Blue Dart World CSR Day. 

Sustainability in business operations

Sustainability considerations are woven into all business operations of 

the Company; from design and manufacture of products, engaging with 

suppliers and other stakeholders, to assessing risks and opportunities.

The sustainability governance structure in the Company is well-

integrated with the ABB Group sustainability governance structure. 

Your Company’s sustainability head reports to the Sustainability Affairs 

management team at the ABB Group. The ABB Group Sustainability 

Affairs organization is responsible for the development and coordination 

of policies and programs covering health and safety, security, 

environment, corporate social responsibility and crisis management. 

Sustainability Affairs reports directly to one of the Executive Committee 

members. The ABB Group Sustainability Board, comprising the 

Executive Committee, oversees sustainability policies and programs, 

reviews developments and monitors progress on an annual basis.

The Company’s sustainability practices and performance are presented 

below in sections under healthy and safe working environment, 

environmental responsibility, and supply chain sustainability.

Healthy and safe working environment 

The Company’s commitment to health and safety has been articulated 

in the Occupational Health and Safety (OHS) Policy of the ABB Group 

and the Environment, Health and Safety Policy of the Company itself. 

The OHS Policy has been framed to nurture a health and safety culture 

that is rooted in prevention and requires the Company to integrate 

OHS into all its business activities, including the process for managing 

change. Through the Policy, the Company is committed to carrying out 

its business activities within the framework of an OHS management 

system that meets the requirements of OHSAS 18001:2007 and 

ensures resources, roles and responsibilities, and accountability for 

OHS.

Meeting national, international, and industry standards is the minimum 

requirement in managing health and safety risks in all aspects of 

the Company’s business activities. Therefore, the Company’s OHS 

program is designed to ensure that it complies with the applicable 

national, state, and local regulations and that its health and safety 

practices are consistent with the international labor standards like 

the ILO Conventions. Specifically, the OHS Policy subscribes to 

ILO Convention C155 (occupational health and safety), ILO Convention 

C161 (occupational health services and preventive functions), 

ILO Convention C167 (safety and health in construction convention) 

and ILO Convention C29 (provision of potable water, sanitary facilities 

and necessary equipment supply, as addressed in Article 17 of the 

convention).

The Company has a crisis and emergency management system as 

well as an accident analysis and prevention program. Identifying and 

reporting hazards and near-misses are critical to achieving the long 

term health and safety goals of the Company. Therefore, the Company 

launched a hazard and near-miss reporting campaign in 2012. 

In 2013, nearly 19,000 hazards and near-misses have been reported. 

This represents close to a 38 percent increase in reporting compared 

to 2012 and indicates the increasing awareness created among the 

employees. All reported hazards and near-misses are analyzed and 

1The terms Environment Policy, OHS Policy, and the Company Policy / Policy 

(when it refers to either of these policies) include the respective ABB Group 

Policies and the Environment, Health and Safety Policy of the Company.
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The Company’s Environment Policy requires that all of its operations be 

carried out in an environmentally sound manner within the framework of 

an environment management system consistent with ISO 14001:2004. 

The Policy further commits to compliance with legal requirements, 

employee training, and continual improvement. The manufacturing 

units at Nelamangala and Haridwar achieved the certification in 2013. 

Two new manufacturing units will initiate the certification process in 

2014-15. Environmental topics were included in the Company’s training 

program for the year.

Environmental audits were carried out in the manufacturing units in 

accordance with the environmental management systems implemented. 

The Company has also integrated environmental aspects with the risk 

assessment of major customer projects it undertakes.

While the Company is committed to developing manufacturing 

processes that focus on energy and resource efficiency, it also 

extended its sustainability contributions to customers by developing 

and offering products and systems that are resource efficient and 

facilitate the use of renewable energy sources. The Company made 

the environmental performance of its core products available to its 

customers by publishing the Environmental Product Declarations 

based on Life Cycle Assessment (LCA). 

The Company offered its customers an array of environmentally 

sustainable products developed by the ABB Group with or without 

indigenized design or components. The ABB Group develops 

products based on LCAs and the application of the GATE Model. 

In the GATE Model, the environmental attributes of a product under 

development are scrutinized before it passes through a hypothetical 

GATE from one stage of the life cycle to the next stage. Environmental 

Product Declarations (EPDs) that provide quantitative information on 

environmental aspects such as global warming effect and the use of 

non-renewable resources in each phase of the lifecycle were generated 

based on the LCA approach. Customers could access EPDs for nearly 

80 products including substation automation products, solar inverters, 

drivers, and breakers. The Company’s products were labeled in 

accordance with the applicable laws.

The Company made significant efforts in 2013 to improve resource 

efficiency at its manufacturing units. The total electricity consumption 

for 2013 is 54.2 GWh, which includes nearly 57.5 MWh of solar 

power. This represents a 12.6 percent reduction in total electricity 

consumption compared to that in 2012. Seven of our manufacturing 

units achieved significant power savings during the year, while two 

units had marginally higher power consumption compared to 2012. 

Process optimization and higher productivity along with various energy 

efficiency initiatives contributed to the power savings at the units.

The total water consumption for 2013 is close to 0.62 million cubic 

metre, nearly the same total consumption as in 2012. Close to 

0.13 million cubic metre of water was recycled or reused in 2013, 

representing about 21 percent of the total compared to the 17 percent 

recycled or reused in 2012.

Waste management is an integral part of the ISO 14001:2004 

management system. Procedures for handling hazardous and non-

hazardous wastes have been developed in accordance with the 

regulatory compliance requirements as well as leading practices in the 

area. All manufacturing units have the respective state Pollution Control 

Board (PCB) authorization to generate, store, handle and dispose 

hazardous wastes. The Company disposed, in accordance with the 

hazardous waste authorizations, close to 480 tonnes of hazardous 

wastes and about 20 tonnes of e-waste in 2013. The Company 

appropriate remedial / preventive measures and / or procedures are 

implemented. The Company provided extensive OHS training to its 

employees and managers so that they understood their responsibilities 

and demonstrated health and safety competence at workplace.

The Company’s OHS Policy commits to selecting and working with 

contractors and suppliers who perform as per the health and safety 

requirements of the Company. Contractors and service providers are 

selected based on an assessment of their competence and capability 

to undertake the tasks in compliance with the required health and safety 

measures. The Company requires that its suppliers implement a health 

and safety policy and that they comply with relevant regulations and 

standards. As a general objective and guiding principle, the Company 

wants to do business with suppliers who have implemented health 

and safety management systems that comply with the requirements of 

OHSAS18001:2007.

During the year, the Company continued its efforts toward preventing 

incidents and injuries from its business activities by providing a safe and 

healthy working environment at all manufacturing units owned and / or 

operated by the Company. The Company achieved this by eliminating 

or minimizing, so far as is reasonably practicable, the causes of health 

and safety hazards inherent in its working environment. The Company’s 

OHS program for the year was supported by a well-conceived OHS 

plan that was approved at the beginning of the year. 

The Company catered to specific OHS needs of various business 

divisions through customized initiatives such as the Electrical Safety 

Initiative in Power Systems business and the Transformer Safety 

Initiative in Power Products business. The Company launched ‘Practical 

Application of Seven Steps for Electrical Safety’, a safety initiative to 

protect service employees and contractors from serious injuries in the 

event of an electrical arc flash / blast. The initiative included classroom 

training followed by practical training in field service and site situations.

Cognizant of the OHS risks in the transformer business globally, the 

ABB Group embarked on the Transformer Safety Initiative in 2009. 

By analyzing baseline scenarios and identifying risk areas, a set of 

29 detailed global instructions covering various aspects of the 

transformer business were developed and rolled out. A team of 

operational, maintenance and OHS staff of the Company were trained 

in the set of instructions. In 2013, OHS experts from the ABB Group 

audited the transformer factories of the Company for compliance with 

the instructions.

In 2013, the Company logged nearly 18 million employee-man-hours 

and 19 million contractor-man-hours, and there were: no cases of 

fatality; 3 serious injuries; 50 injuries requiring medical treatment; 

no high potential incidents; and 3 lost time injuries.

Environmental responsibility

The Company strived to achieve environmental sustainability by reducing 

its own environmental impact and contributing to the eco-efficiency of 

its customers. The Company’s Environment Policy is an integral part of 

its commitment to sustainability and provides the framework to embed 

sustainability considerations in its strategies, processes and day-to-

day business. The ABB Group’s Environment Policy and the Company’s 

own Environment, Health and Safety Policy, which is derived from the 

Group’s Policy, are equally applicable to the Company. The Company is 

committed to transparency; its environmental performance is included 

in the ABB Group’s annual sustainability report, most of which is 

independently verified and consistent with the principles of the Global 

Reporting Initiative (GRI).
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recycled nearly 1,800 tonnes of metal scrap and 2,900 tonnes of waste 

consisting of paper, plastic, wood and cardboard through third parties. 

The Company also disposed of close to 4,200 tonnes of general waste.

The Company monitors Greenhouse Gas (GHG) and other emissions 

to air from its operations with the objective of reducing the emissions. 

In 2013, emissions from manufacturing units were within the limits 

stipulated by consent orders and other regulatory approvals.

India is a significant market for the Company for wind and solar 

power businesses. The Company offers products and services 

in the areas of power generation and grid integration and power 

evacuation. The Company also exports many of these products. The 

technology, products, and software solutions offered by the Company 

have significantly contributed to the sustainability of customers 

and sustainable development in general by helping add power 

generation capacity and reduce GHG emissions. The Company has 

state-of-the-art manufacturing units - wind generators and transformers 

at Vadodara, medium voltage switchgears at Nashik, and converters 

and low voltage products at Bangalore - catering to the wind power 

sector. The Company is one of the leading players in the solar sector 

and supplied core electrical and automation components for up to 189 

MW of solar capacity (as of third quarter) in 2013. 

Your Company is a leader in energy efficient technologies. The 

Company’s innovations in energy efficient drives and control technology 

contributed to significant energy savings for its customers across 

industrial sectors. The Company’s smart grid and DC transmission 

technologies helped efficient long distance transmission of power and 

reduced the environmental impact.

Supply chain sustainability

The Company understands that a considerable share of its product 

footprints lie within the supply chain. Cognizant of this inseparable 

link, the Company’s sustainability commitments and policies extend 

to its supply chain as well. The Company’s OHS, Environment, Human 

Rights, and Social policies spell out the respective requirements for 

suppliers and contractors.

The ABB Supplier Code of Conduct is the core document on which the 

Company builds its efforts to source responsibly and in accordance 

with sound corporate values. The Supplier Code of Conduct defines 

requirements for ABB suppliers and is integrated with the General 

Terms and Conditions. The Company considers its suppliers to be 

part of the ‘Extended Enterprise’ and demand that they conduct their 

business consistent with the standards and principles of the Company. 

Complying with the applicable environmental and OHS regulations and 

internationally proclaimed human rights standards and ensuring equality 

of opportunity are expected as the minimum level of commitment.

Some of the specific supplier requirements are as follows-

– Suppliers must not employ children or support the use of child 

labour, make use of forced labour or harass or discriminate against 

employees

– Suppliers must respect the rights of employees to freely associate 

and bargain collectively

– Suppliers must comply with applicable laws and industry standards 

on working hours and offer adequate wages to their employees

– Suppliers must provide a safe and healthy workplace for all of its 

employees

– Suppliers must commit to environmental protection and conduct 

their business in an environmentally sensitive way

The Company has implemented a Supplier Sustainability Development 

Program (SSDP) as part of a comprehensive sustainable sourcing 

initiative. The goal of the SSDP is to ensure compliance with the 

Supplier Code of Conduct, to support continual improvement of the 

sustainability performance of suppliers and to provide customers with 

a highly competitive and sustainable supply chain. Under the program, 

the Company trained both suppliers and Company employees, and 

carried out independent third party supplier audits to identify areas of 

improvement in the following areas.

– General management

– Working hours

– Remuneration

– Social benefits

– Health and safety

– Environmental protection

Besides the training offered under the SSDP, the suppliers have 

access to the ABB Supplier Sustainability Implementation Guide which 

provides practical advice on how to meet the requirements of the 

Supplier Code of Conduct.

In 2013, 115 suppliers have been trained on sustainability requirements 

and 45 of them were assessed on such requirements. With these, the 

total number of suppliers trained under the program since 2009 stands 

at 211 (may include suppliers who have undergone repeat trainings) 

and the total number of suppliers assessed stands at 121.

During 2013, over 171 employees were trained in the program and 

internal teams made over 70 visits to the suppliers to assess their 

systems.

This program helped the participating suppliers identify and mitigate 

risks and strengthen their systems. Through this program, the risk 

profiles of the selected suppliers have shown steady improvement, 

as depicted in the charts below (the charts represent the risk profiles 

of suppliers selected from 2009 to 2013 before and after corrective 

actions under the SSDP). At the end of 2013, eight suppliers who did 

not show commitment to fulfill the requirements of the Supplier Code of 

Conduct were blocked. Business with these suppliers can only resume 

after they have demonstrated compliance with the ABB Supplier Code 

of Conduct.

Initial risk profi le of suppliers
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Revised risk profi le of suppliers

The Company is revisiting its sourcing process and is adopting additional 

controls. The Company is institutionalizing a process to collect detailed 

information about the suppliers’ sustainability practices even before the 

qualification phase begins and to systematically evaluate sustainability 

performance of suppliers while they are in business with the Company.

The Company has a large supplier base that includes small, medium and 

large enterprises. The supplier selection process is non-discriminatory 

and provides equal opportunities to the SME sector as well as large 

enterprises. SMEs constitute 12 percent of the vendor base and a 

considerable share of the order value in 2013.

Stakeholder Engagement

The Company follows the ABB Group’s sustainability strategy for ‘2015 

and beyond’ which was developed based on a global stakeholder survey 

of nearly 600 individuals including employees, customers, suppliers, 

investors, governments, academics, NGOs, students and specialists. 

In an effort to meet the expectations of the stakeholders, the Company 

proactively engaged with its key stakeholders during the year. As a 

result of ongoing internal and external stakeholder engagement, the 

Group launched new Sustainability Objectives at the end of 2013, 

covering the period 2014-2020. These objectives, covering areas such 

as products and services, resource efficiency, responsible operations 

and stakeholder relations, are Group-wide and will be reflected in the 

activities of the Company in coming years.

People Well-Being

The Company is dedicated to its people and continued to invest 

significant resources in them. The Company added 363 new employees 

in 2013 and trained them to help them perform to their potential. 

The Company understands that the best way to retain people and to get 

the best out of them is to provide them best-in-class environment. The 

level of support, career development and opportunities that employees 

enjoy is among the best in the business world. Your Company was 

ranked 12th overall and 5th in its own sector in the 2013 ‘Business 

Today-PeopleStrong Survey’ for ‘The Best Companies to Work for’.

The Company believes that employees perform their best when their 

interests and skills are in line with their job; and the Company tries to 

facilitate and enable this fit. The Company supports career development 

by creating opportunities and offering numerous processes and 

tools to enable the right opportunity-skills fit. The Company’s career 

development processes and tools include regular performance and 

development reviews, a talent management process, talents profile for 

better internal visibility, well defined career paths, internal promotions, 

and global mobility.

The Company has invested in talent development through an array 

of learning programs. The Company has learning programs that 

are designed for all employees; for their technical and professional 

development as well as managerial development. Training is an 

ongoing process; the Company provided close to 14 hours of training 

per employee 2013.

The Company believes that diversity and inclusiveness in its workforce 

is essential to its success in today’s marketplace. Therefore, the 

Company is dedicated to being inclusive, as well as recognizing and 

respecting all aspects of what makes someone unique. Built around 

the Company’s diversity commitment, there are a number of ongoing 

programs to strengthen the presence of women in executive, functional 

and factory roles. Workshops for line managers to strengthen 

understanding of the business value of diversity and inclusiveness, 

efforts to increase the number of women in the interview pipeline as 

well as on the shop floor, and providing child care centers are some 

among them.

In line with the focus on diversity, the Company has undertaken the 

following initiatives in 2013.

– To further consolidate the focus on ensuring higher diversity across 

all levels, the Company has increased the number of universities for 

campus hiring to include 5 all women engineering colleges

– To strengthen succession planning with more diverse leaders, there 

is a leadership development program underway to provide focused 

development for 8 women managers

– Launched anti-harassment training for all employees as a mandatory 

training in line with the new Anti Sexual Harassment Law

– Eight Anti-Harassment Committees have been set up in different 

locations in line with the Law and guidelines laid out by the Supreme 

Court of India

– Sponsored the first Disability Matters conference and eight members 

from the business attended the conference

– Planning is underway to identify factory lines and work areas where 

differently-abled people can be included in the workforce

– Workshops on Inter-Cultural Sensitivity for expatriate and India 

managers working on global assignments have been facilitated

As part of the Company’s efforts to support women and encourage 

more women to become engineers, the ABB Group has partnered 

with The Women’s Forum since 2012. The Women’s Forum brings 

together leaders from business and government all over the world to 

share new perspectives on the key commercial, political and social 

questions of today and tomorrow. The goal is to create a powerful 

network to strengthen the influence of women internationally and to 

draw up innovative and concrete action plans to encourage women’s 

contribution to society. The forum offers talks from some of the most 

innovative and talented thinkers and doers in business, media, civil 

society and academia, along with debates, opportunities for networking 

and practical learning sessions. 
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Employee well-being fact sheet

Total number of employees 6,371

Apprentice / Interns / Trainees 984

Total number of employees hired on contractual basis 239

Number of women employees 356

Number of permanent employees with disabilities 28

Recognized employee association Yes

Percentage of permanent employees who are members of 

the recognized association 20.5%

Note: Unless otherwise stated, all values are as of December 31, 2013.

Customer engagement

During the year, the Company hosted many programs and events 

to proactively engage with the customers. The Company organized 

seminars on various topics including energy efficiency and grid-

reliability across different locations. The Company extended its 

customer engagement by actively participating in relevant and 

prestigious events such as Vibrant Gujarat (Ahmedabad), ELASIA 

(Bangalore), GRIDTECH (New Delhi), POWER-GEN (Mumbai), INMEX 

(Mumbai), and INTERSOLAR (Mumbai).

The Company values and respects its customers and strived to meet or 

exceed their expectations. True to the motto of ‘Power and productivity 

for a better world’, the Company offers its customers products and 

solutions that improve the operational and resource efficiencies and 

performance. The Company also engages with customers through 

training. The Company seeks formal feedback from customers through 

the Net Promoter Score (NPS) survey to help better understand the 

customers’ experience with the Company and to identify areas for 

improvement. In the survey carried out in 2013, more than 50 percent 

of the customers responded. The NPS score in 2013 rose to 40 percent  

from 29 percent in 2012.

The Company has implemented a transparent Customer Complaint 

Resolution Process (CCRP) that can be accessed by customers 

directly or through a Company employee to register complaints. 

Customer complaints registered in CCRP are studied and appropriate 

remedial actions are taken. The number of complaints submitted in 

2013 was 12 percent lower than the number in 2012. In 2013, close 

to 87 percent of all customer complaints logged were resolved; most 

of them were resolved on or before the resolution date agreed with 

the customers. The remaining complaints are awaiting validation from 

customers although they have been resolved from the Company’s side.

Community engagement

The Company seeks to be a good corporate citizen. The core areas 

of corporate citizen initiatives are in the areas of human rights, 

education, rural electrification program, and scholarships through the 

Group Foundation. Through the Social and Human Rights policies, the 

Company is committed to engage with the communities in initiatives 

that actively foster economic, environmental, social and educational 

development and to promote human rights through such activities.

One of the initiatives to give back to the community and foster inclusive 

growth is the project in Vadodara and Nashik to provide employment 

to differently-abled people. The Company continued to outsource 

a part of the electrical relay assembly and stationary manufacturing 

activities from the manufacturing units in Vadodara and Nashik to local 

NGOs who in turn employed about 50 differently-abled people for the 

outsourced work. The Company provided the raw material and fabric 

kits as well as training at both the Company premises and on-site.

The Company supports schools in developing infrastructure in order 

to facilitate primary education and enrich the learning experience of 

the economically and socially disadvantaged. The program benefited 

nearly 4,744 children in 2013. The mid-day meal program undertaken 

at Bangalore benefited about 1,600 children in 2013. The community 

medical checkup program in Bangalore handled about 100-120 patient 

visits per week in 2013.

The ABB Group launched the landmark “Access to electricity” rural 

electrification program in 2002 as a part of its commitment of giving 

back to the community. This highly successful program helped 

remote communities with no access to electricity improve their social, 

environmental and economic standards.

The first of the “Access to electricity” projects in India was implemented 

in the Barmer and Jodhpur districts in the state of Rajasthan in 2005. 

The project established under a public-private partnership (PPP) 

model provides solar power to several desert hamlets in the Barmer 

and Jodhpur districts. The costs of installing the systems were equally 

shared by ABB Group, the State Government, and the villagers. The 

project covers nearly 1,100 households benefiting more than 7,000 

people.

In 2013, 300 households in the project villages received support to 

replace batteries of the domestic solar photovoltaic lighting systems. 

The support extended included sharing 40 percent of the cost (the 

beneficiary pays 60 percent), identifying a suitable vendor of quality 

batteries, and locating an organization approved by the Government 

of India to collect and recycle the old batteries. The ABB Group spent 

nearly INR 600,000 on the project.

The benefits of the electrification project in Rajasthan include, but are 

not limited to, the following.

– Increased productivity of local weavers and tailors (who constitute 

about 30 percent of the households) through extended work hours 

at night and avoiding searing daytime temperatures which can rise 

as high as 50 degrees Celsius

– Solar powered lights replaced kerosene lamps thereby reducing fire 

risk (from storage and use of kerosene) and adverse health impacts 

from kerosene fumes and smoke from kerosene lamps

– Extended study hours for children at home

The “Access to electricity” project in a remote hamlet in the Sundarbans 

area in the state of West Bengal has made electricity accessible to 

the local tribal community that has no access to power grid. The 

project was commissioned in August 2012 in collaboration with the 

NGO, World Wildlife Fund (WWF). Under the project, the villagers 

can receive charged batteries for a nominal sum of money from a 

centrally-located charging station, which has a generating capacity of 

4.1 kilowatts of power from solar energy. About 60 households and 

20 shops continued to benefit from the initiative throughout 2013. The 

project is administered by a council of five women and two men from 

the village. The small amount collected from the beneficiaries of the 

program is deposited in a bank account managed by the council. The 

funds in the account will be used for maintenance of the system and 

battery replacements when required so that the project becomes self-

sustaining.

The Sundarbans project benefited the local communities through 

extended hours of economic and educational activities as well as 

reduced adverse health risks from potential exposure to kerosene fume 

and smoke. The communities also benefited by the empowerment of 

local women through training and their administrative role in the project.
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Advocacy and trade bodies

The ABB Group is a member of or is associated with the following 

institutions / bodies.

Amnesty International

Center for Environmental Assessment of Product and Material (CPM), 

Chalmers University of Technology, Gothenburg, Sweden

Global Reporting Initiative

Institute for Human Rights and Business

International Committee of the Red Cross

International Institute for Management Development (IMD), Switzerland

International Organization for Standardization

oikos International, Switzerland

The Global Business Initiative on Human Rights

The Hunger Project, Switzerland

Transparency International

United Nations Global Compact

World Business Council for Sustainable Development

World Childhood Foundation, Sweden

World Economic Forum

WWF

Your Company is a member of the following national organizations.

Confederation of Indian Industry (CII)

India Trade Manufacturers Association (ITMA)

Institution of Electronics and Telecommunication Engineers (IETE)

Indian Electrical and Electronics Manufactures’ Association (IEEMA)

Other State and local chambers of commerce and industry

Respecting and promoting human rights 

The Company is committed to developing an organizational culture 

which implements a policy of support for the internationally recognized 

human rights standards and seeks to avoid complicity in human rights 

abuses.

Founded on the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the ILO Core 

Conventions on Labour Standards, and the OECD Guidelines for 

Multinational Enterprises, the ABB Group Human Rights Policy seeks 

to identify, assess, and manage human rights impacts within its sphere 

of influence and activities. The Company’s human rights commitments 

are integrated into the Social Policy, internal risk assessment process 

and guidelines, and the Supplier Code of Conduct.

The Company’s performance in the area of human rights is reported, 

as per the GRI reporting criteria on the topic, in the ABB Group 

Sustainability Report along with the performance of other country 

operations.

Integrity, transparency, and accountability

‘Power and productivity for a better world’ symbolizes what the Company 

does for businesses and communities. But the Company focuses not 

only on delivering on this promise, but also on the means of delivering 

it. Your Company seeks to do its business to the highest standards of 

ethics and integrity. The Company’s commitment includes supporting 

efforts of national and international authorities and organizations to 

establish and enforce high integrity standards for all businesses. The 

Company’s ethical and integrity principles are integrated into the ABB 

Code of Conduct for employees. The Code of Conduct has been made 

available in the local languages Hindi, Kannada, Gujarati, and Marathi. 

Agreements with suppliers, subcontractors and consortium partners 

are also governed by the Company’s commitment to integrity. The 

commitments, integrated into the Supplier Code of Conduct, include, 

but are not limited to, anti-bribery laws.

The Company has set high standards of integrity, which are expected 

of every employee and in every country where the Company has 

business operations. Through a deliberate and systematic approach 

and zero-tolerance for violations, the Company has strived to embed 

integrity in the organization.

The Company has an integrity program that is built on the ABB Group 

Code of Conduct, which is the integrity framework that describes 

the behavior expected of employees and other stakeholders in their 

day-to-day work. The Code of Conduct is in line with Guideline 6 of the 

OECD and Principle 10 of the UN Global Compact and prohibits illegal 

payments in all its forms, including corruption, extortion, improper 

payments and fraud. The Code of Conduct draws on a strong set of 

internal standards and policies and provides implementation guidelines. 

The Company’s policies strictly forbid bribery and corruption by any of 

its employees, in line with applicable national laws and international 

treaties. As a rule, facilitation payments are not permitted. The policies 

also require all employees to comply with all applicable antitrust laws 

and other laws regulating competition. All current and new employees 

are required to take Code of Conduct training. 

Company has a strong program to detect and prevent non-compliant 

behavior and other integrity concerns. The internal audit department 

conducts frequent anti-bribery reviews throughout the year. Employee 

surveys are conducted to understand attitudes, awareness and 

perceptions of integrity within the Company. The Company encourages 

employees and other stakeholders to speak up and report integrity 

non-compliance and concerns. The ABB Group whistle blower 

protection policy protects employees who report behavior and 

practices that are or suspected to be inconsistent with the Code of 

Conduct. 

Multiple channels are available for reporting integrity concerns. 

A third-party-run multilingual and confidential Business Ethics Hotline 

is available 24 hours a day, seven days a week to all employees. 

A Stakeholder Hotline is available to external business partners. The 

Company also has an Ombuds program, which offers an additional route 

for integrity reporting. Currently, the Company has six Ombudspersons 

who are experienced business colleagues who take on the Ombuds 

role in addition to their main job and are available for discussion and to 

provide confidential guidance.

The Company investigates all potential integrity concerns and 

cooperates fully with law enforcement agencies. A strict zero-tolerance 

policy for violations is enforced through systematic disciplinary actions.
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Links to the Company Policies and Programs

Sustainability:

http://www.abb.co.in/cawp/abbzh258/235c6a4c193429f3c12569680050e09f.aspx

OHS Policy:

http://www.abb.co.in/cawp/abbzh258/2b29259f7d32970dc1256f6b004f8842.aspx

Environmental Policy:

http://www.abb.com/cawp/abbzh258/20d663570aa2a7e0c1256d3c005b8fe6.aspx

Social Policy:

http://www.abb.com/cawp/abbzh258/79d754a977a2141dc1256d3d0028e101.aspx

Human Rights Policy: 

http://www.abb.com/cawp/abbzh258/19e081068bd263d0c12574110055cfd7.aspx

Code of Conduct:

http://www.abb.co.in/cawp/abbzh252/45f145dc6cfc01cac12579b500315ed3.aspx

Supplier Code of Conduct:

http://www.abb.co.in/cawp/seitp161/1c85f0f085e972e4c12577680059b934.aspx

Integrity Program (ABB Group): 

http://www.abb.com/integrity

Energy Effi ciency (ABB Group):

http://www.abb.com/energyeffi ciency

Access to Electricity: 

http://www.abb.com/cawp/abbzh258/051d295b8c237da0c1256f6500462ea5.aspx

Community Program for Differently-abled people:

http://www.abb.co.in/cawp/seitp202/5b64260a18f6459ac1257abc003b22a9.aspx

ABB Supplier Sustainability Implementation Guide

http://www.abb.co.in/cawp/seitp161/1c85f0f085e972e4c12577680059b934.aspx

Supplier Sustainability Development Program

http://new.abb.com/about/supplying/sustainability


